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Abstract
In [8], Feng Luo conjectured that the discrete Yamabe flow will converge to the
constant curvature PL-metric after finite number of surgeries on the triangulation. In
this paper, we prove that the flow can always be extended (without surgeries) to a
solution that converges exponentially fast to the constant curvature PL-metric.
1 Introduction
1.1 Background
It appears that conformal transformations in the discrete settings were first considered by
Rocˇek and Williams in [12]. Feng Luo first introduced the notion of discrete conformal
factor on triangulated surfaces [8]. In the same paper, Feng Luo proposed to find the
PL-metric of constant curvature in the PL-conformal class by discrete Yamabe flow. Luo
studied his discrete Yamabe flow by making it as the negative gradient flow of a potential
functional F . Since the domain where discrete conformal factor makes sense is not convex,
the functional F is only locally convex. Hence there are only local rigidity results for cur-
vature map and local convergence results for discrete Yamabe flow. Surprisingly, Bobenko,
Pincall and Springborn [1] expressed F in a concrete, clear and plain form. They further
proved that F can be extended to a convex continuously differentiable function defined on
the whole Euclidean space. Using Bobenko-Pincall-Springborn’s idea, Luo [9] introduce
a method to extend 1-forms and locally convex functions systematically. With the help
of extended convex functional F , Bobenko-Pincall-Springborn [1] affirmed a conjecture of
Feng Luo [8] that the constant curvature PL-metric is unique in its discrete conformal
class. In [8], Feng Luo also conjectured that the discrete Yamabe flow will converge to
the constant curvature PL-metric after finite number of surgeries on the triangulation. In
this paper, we approach Luo’s question in a different way. We do not need to perform
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surgeries on the triangulation. If the constant curvature PL-metric exists, then we show
that the solution to Luo’s discrete Yamabe flow can be extended automatically so as the
extended solution converges exponentially fast to a constant curvature PL-metric. On the
contrary, if the extended solution converges, then the constant curvature PL-metric exists.
The main theorems in the paper are proved using variational principles. In the proof of
the main results, we first need to extend the potential functional F which is based on the
work of [1, 9]. We also need to show that the extended functional F˜ is proper, which is
almost the same with the authors former work [5].
1.2 A dictionary of discrete conformal transformation
SupposeM is a closed surface with a triangulation T = {V,E, F}, where V,E, F represent
the sets of vertices, edges and faces respectively. Let d : E → (0,+∞) be a positive
function assigning each edge {ij} a length dij . We call d a PL-metric (piecewise linear
metric) if for all triangle {ijk} ∈ F , three edge lengthes dij , djk and dik satisfy triangle
inequalities. The triple (M,T , d) will be referred to as a PL-surface in the following. We
assuming all the vertices are ordered one by one, marked by 1, · · · , N , where N = V ♯
is the number of vertices, and throughout this paper, all functions f : V → R will be
regarded as column vectors in RN and fi is the value of f at i. We use MT as the space
of all PL-metrics on the triangulated surface (M,T ) throughout this paper. For a fixed
PL-surface (M,T , d), where d ∈ MT is a PL-metric, each triangle {ijk} ∈ F is in fact
an Euclidean triangle with edge lengthes dij, djk and dik and M could be taken as gluing
many Euclidean triangles coherently. Suppose θjki is the inner angle of the triangle {ijk}
at the vertex i, the classical well-known discrete Gaussian curvature at each vertex i is
defined as
Ki = 2π −
∑
{ijk}∈F
θ
jk
i , (1.1)
and the discrete Gaussian curvature Ki satisfies the following discrete version of Gauss-
Bonnet formula [2]:
N∑
i=1
Ki = 2πχ(M). (1.2)
By the discrete Gauss-Bonnet formula (1.2), the average of total discrete Gaussian curva-
ture
Kav =
∑N
i=1Ki
N
=
2πχ(M)
N
. (1.3)
is determined only by the topological and combinatorial information of M .
For any function u : V → R defined on all vertices, or say u ∈ RN , and for each
PL-metric d ∈ MT , there corresponds to a new function u ∗ d : E → (0,+∞), with edge
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length
(u ∗ d)ij = e
ui
2 e
uj
2 dij (1.4)
for each edge {ij} ∈ E. Note generally (u ∗ d)ij , (u ∗ d)jk and (u ∗ d)ik may not satisfy
triangle inequality for certain triangle {ijk} ∈ F , hence u ∗ d may not be a PL-metric
again. For a given PL-metric d ∈MT , we denote
Ωd =
{
u ∈ RN
∣∣u ∗ d ∈ MT } . (1.5)
Each u ∈ Ωd is called a discrete conformal factor, and u ∗ d is called a discrete conformal
transformation of d. Moreover, the two PL-metrics u ∗ d and d are called discretely
conformal equivalent. This defines an equivalence relation onMT . The discrete conformal
class of a PL-metric d is denoted as
[d] =
{
u ∗ d
∣∣u ∈ Ωd} . (1.6)
1.3 Discrete Yamabe flow
Now we fix a PL-surface (M,T , d), where d ∈ MT is a fixed PL-metric and consider the
discrete conformal transformation of d. We use K(u) = K(u ∗ d) as the discrete Gaussian
curvature corresponding to the PL-metric u ∗ d for each u ∈ Ωd. Then we get a curvature
map K : Ωd → R
N , u 7→ K(u) = K(u ∗ d). Note here and in the following K represents
the curvature of metric u ∗ d, not metric d. The discrete Yamabe problem asks if there
is a constant curvature PL-metric within the discrete conformal class [d]. Feng Luo once
conjectured that the constant curvature PL-metric is unique in its discrete conformal class,
this is proved by Bobenko, Pincall and Springborn in [1]. As to the existence of constant
curvature PL-metrics, Feng Luo proposed to find the constant curvature PL-metric in the
class [d] by a system of ordinary differential equations{
ui
′(t) = Kav −Ki(u)
u(0) = 0.
(1.7)
which is called (normalized) discrete Yamabe flow. Consider the deformation of discrete
conformal factor u along flow (1.7). Note that, Ki(u) as a function of u is smooth and
hence locally Lipschitz continuous. By Picard theorem in classical ODE theory, flow
(1.7) has a unique solution u(t), t ∈ [0, ǫ) for some ǫ > 0. However, the flow (1.7) may
develop removable singularities (that is, the triangle inequalities for some triangles may
not satisfied any more) in finite time, and the flow stops when ever removable singularity
occurs. If removable singularity occurs, say the vertex k is moving toward the interior of
the edge {ij}, and {ijk} and {ijl} are two triangles with a common edge {ij}, then one
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can replace the triangulation T by a new triangulation T ′ which is obtained from T by
deleting the edge {ij} and adding a new edge {kl}. This “edge flip” operation is called
a surgery on the triangulation, and Feng Luo conjectured that the discrete Yamabe flow
will converges to the constant curvature PL-metric after finite number of surgeries on the
triangulation.
In this paper, we shall prove that the solution of flow (1.7) can always be extended
(without surgeries) to a solution that exists for all time t ≥ 0. Moreover, the extended
solution converges exponentially fast to the constant curvature PL-metric when it exists.
The basic idea is to extend the definition of curvature K continuously to a generalized
curvature K˜, which is defined on for all u ∈ RN . Even the triangle inequalities are not
satisfied, K˜ is still well defined and uniformly bounded by topological and combinatorial
data. As to flow (1.7), even if the triangular inequalities may not valid in some finite time,
we can still deform the discrete conformal factors along an extended flow until time tends
to +∞. We shall prove the main extension and convergence theorem in next section:
Theorem 1.1. Given a PL-surface (M,T , d), where d ∈ MT is a fixed PL-metric. Sup-
pose {u(t)|t ∈ [0, T )} is the unique maximal solution to flow (1.7) with 0 < T ≤ +∞.
Then we can always extend it to a solution {u(t)|t ∈ [0,+∞)} when T < +∞. This is
equivalent to say, the solution to the extended flow{
ui
′(t) = Kav − K˜i(u)
u(0) = 0
(1.8)
exists for all time t ∈ [0,+∞). Furthermore, the extended solution converges if any
only if there exists a PL-metric of constant curvature. More precisely, on one hand, if the
extended solution u(t) converges to some u(∞) ∈ Ωd, then u(∞) is a PL-metric of constant
curvature. On the other hand, assuming there exists a PL-metric u∗ ∈ Ωd of constant
curvature, then u(t) can always be extended to a solution that converges exponentially
fast to the PL-metric of constant curvature as t→ +∞.
2 Proofs of Theorem 1.1
2.1 Extend the definition of curvature
Set ∆ =
{
(x1, x2, x3)
∣∣ x1 + x2 > x3 > 0, x1 + x3 > x2 > 0, x2 + x3 > x1 > 0}. It is obvi-
ously that ∆ is a open convex cone of R3>0. For each (x1, x2, x3) ∈ ∆, there corresponds
to an Euclidean triangle △123, with three edge lengths x1, x2 and x3. Let θi be the inner
angle in triangle △123 that faces edge xi for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Thus we get a inner angle
map θ : ∆ → R3>0, sending three edge lengths x1 ,x2 and x3 to three inner angles θ1, θ2
and θ3.
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Definition 2.1. ([1, 9, 10]) A generalized Euclidean triangle △ is a (topological) triangle
of vertices v1, v2, v3 so that each edge is assigned a positive number, called edge length.
Let xi be the assigned length of the edge vjvk where {i, j, k}={1, 2, 3}. The inner angle
θ˜i=θ˜i(x1, x2, x3) at the vertex vi is defined as follows. If x1, x2, x3 satisfy the triangle
inequalities that xj + xk > xh for {h, j, k}={1, 2, 3}, then θ˜i is the inner angle of the
Euclidean triangle of edge lengths x1, x2, x3 opposite to the edge of length xi; if xi ≥ xj+xk,
then θ˜i = π, θ˜j = θ˜k = 0.
Thus the angle map θ : ∆→ R3>0 is extended to θ˜ : R
3
>0 → R
3
≥0. It is known that
Lemma 2.2. (Luo [9]) The angle function θ˜ : R3>0 → R
3
>0, (x1, x2, x3) 7→ (θ˜1, θ˜2, θ˜3) is
continuous so that θ˜1 + θ˜2 + θ˜3 = π. 
Now consider the fixed PL-surface (M,T , d) and the discrete conformal transformation
u∗d of a PL-metric d. For each u ∈ RN , (u∗d)ij , (u∗d)jk and (u∗d)ik form the three edge
lengthes of a generalized Euclidean triangle for each {ijk} ∈ F . Hence the angle map θ˜jki =
θ˜
jk
i (u), u ∈ R
N is well defined and is the continuous extension of function θjki = θ
jk
i (u),
u ∈ Ωd. Recall the definition of discrete Gaussian curvature Ki = 2π −
∑
{ijk}∈F θ
jk
i ,
which is originally defined on Ωd, now can naturally extends continuously to
K˜i = 2π −
∑
{ijk}∈F
θ˜
jk
i . (2.1)
Hence the curvature map K(u) : Ωd → R
N is extended continuously to K˜(u) : RN → RN
with discrete Gauss-Bonnet formula remain valid.
Proposition 2.3. ([5]) For the extended curvature K˜, the following discrete Gauss-Bonnet
formula holds.
N∑
i=1
K˜i = 2πχ(M). (2.2)
Lemma 2.4. ([8]) For any fixed PL-metric d ∈ MT , Ωd ⊂ R
N is open, simply connected
and nonempty (in fact, 0 ∈ Ωd). Moreover, if u ∈ Ωd, then u+ t1 ∈ Ωd for any t ∈ R.
By calculation, one can get ∂Ki
∂uj
=
∂Kj
∂ui
on Ωd, hence
∑N
i=1(Ki − Kav)dui is a closed
C∞-smooth 1-form on Ωd. Note Ωd is simply connected, hence the potential functional
F (u) ,
∫ u
0
N∑
i=1
(Ki −Kav)dui, u ∈ Ωd (2.3)
is well defined. This type of functional was first constructed by Colin de Verdie`re [4].
Potential functional (2.3) is locally convex on Ωd, in fact, we have
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Proposition 2.5. On Ωd, F (u) is C
∞-smooth. HessuF is positive semi-definite with
rank N − 1 and null space {t1|t ∈ R}.
Proof. The properties of HessuF =
∂(K1,··· ,KN )
∂(u1,··· ,uN )
is essentially proved in [8, 7]. For a
single triangle {ijk} ∈ F , the matrix
Lijk , −
∂(θjki , θ
ik
j , θ
ij
k )
∂(ui, uj , uk)
is positive semi-definite with rank 2 and null space {t(1, 1, 1)T |t ∈ R}. For the proof of
this fact, see [7, 8, 1]. For each edge {ij} ∈ E which is a common edge of triangle {ijk}
and triangle {ijl}, the (i, j)-entry of HessuF is
cot θjki +cot θ
jl
i
2 . This shows that HessuF is
in fact the discrete Laplace matrix [3] with cotangent edge weight. This type of discrete
Laplace matrix is extensively studied especially in computational geometry and in finite
element area. We omit the detailed proofs here. 
To prove Theorem 1.1, we need to extend F to a convex functional F˜ defined on the
whole space RN . There are two ways to extend F , one way is Feng Luo’s approach [9],
the other is Bobenko-Pincall-Springborn’s approach [1], we state them separately.
2.2 Extend potential F : Feng Luo’s approach
A differential 1-form ω =
∑n
i=1 ai(x)dxi in an open set U ⊂ R
n is said to be continuous
if each ai(x) is a continuous function on U . A continuous 1-form ω is called closed if∫
∂τ
ω = 0 for any Euclidean triangle τ ⊂ U . By the standard approximation theory, if ω
is closed and γ is a piecewise C1-smooth null homologous loop in U , then
∫
γ
ω = 0. If
U is simply connected, then in the integral G(x) =
∫ x
a
ω is well defined (where a ∈ U is
arbitrary chose), independent of the choice of piecewise smooth paths in U from a to x.
Moreover, the function G(x) is C1-smooth so that ∂G(x)
∂xi
= ai(x).
Lemma 2.6. (Luo [9]) Suppose X ⊂ Rn is an open convex set and A ⊂ X is an open
and simply connected subset of X bounded by a real analytic codimension-1 submanifold
in X. If ω =
∑n
i=1 ai(x)dxi is a continuous closed 1-form on A so that F (x) =
∫ x
a
ω is
locally convex on A and each ai can be extended continuously to X by constant functions
to a function a˜i on X, then F˜ (x) =
∫ x
a
a˜i(x)dxi is a C
1-smooth convex function on X
extending F . 
Lemma 2.6 plays an essential role in [9] and [10]. We use this lemma to extend the
definition of F (u). Consider the whole triangulation (M,T , d) with PL-metric d ∈ MT .
Recall that θ˜i = θ˜i(u), u ∈ R
N is the continuous extension of function θi = θi(u), u ∈ Ωd.
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It’s easy to see, θ˜idui + θ˜jduj + θ˜kduk is a continuous closed 1-form on R
N , hence the
following integration
F˜ijk(u) ,
∫ u
0
θ˜idui + θ˜jduj + θ˜kduk, u ∈ R
N (2.4)
is well defined and is a C1-smooth concave function on RN . Note that
N∑
i=1
(K˜i −Kav)dui =
N∑
i=1
(
2π −Kav −
∑
{ijk}∈F
θ˜
jk
i
)
dui
=
N∑
i=1
(2π −Kav)dui −
N∑
i=1
∑
{ijk}∈F
θ˜
jk
i dui
=
N∑
i=1
(2π −Kav)dui −
∑
{ijk}∈F
(
θ˜
jk
i dui + θ˜
ik
j duj + θ˜
ij
k duk
)
,
which shows that
∑N
i=1(K˜i − Kav)dui is a continuous closed 1-form on R
N . Therefore,
the extended potential
F˜ (u) ,
∫ u
u0
N∑
i=1
(K˜i −Kav)dui, u ∈ R
N (2.5)
is well defined and C1-smooth that extends potential F .
2.3 Extend potential F : Bobenko-Pincall-Springborn’s approach
Bobenko-Pincall-Springborn’s approach is very surprising, they actually calculated the
concrete expression of potential F . Set
L(x) = −
∫ x
0
log |2 sin(t)|dt, (2.6)
it is called Milnor’s Lobachevsky function [1], and consider the function
f(x, y, z) = αx+ βy + γz + L(α) + L(β) + L(γ), (2.7)
where α, β, and γ are the angles in a Euclidean triangle that face sides ex, ey, and ez
respectively. f is (for now) only defined on the set {(x, y, z)|(ex, ey, ez) ∈ ∆} and is locally
convex. It’s Bobenko-Pincall-Springborn’s pioneered observation that the definition of f
can be extend to R3 as follows. Define f(x, y, z) by equation (2.7) for all (x, y, z) ∈ R3,
where for (x, y, z) do not contained in the set {(x, y, z)|(ex, ey, ez) ∈ ∆}, the angles α, β,
and γ are defined to be π for the angle opposite the side that is too long and 0 for the
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other two. The so extended function f : R3 → R is C1-continuously differentiable and
convex.
For each edge {ij} ∈ E, set λij = 2 ln(u ∗ d)ij , then λij = ui + uj + 2 ln dij . Following
Bobenko-Pincall-Springborn’s approach, we consider the function
E(u) =
∑
{ijk}∈F
(
2f
(λij
2
,
λjk
2
,
λik
2
)
−
π
2
(
λij+λjk+λik
))
+
N∑
i=1
(
2π−Kav
)
ui, u ∈ R
N . (2.8)
Obviously, E is convex and C1-smooth on RN . Moreover, it’s easy to get
∇uE = ∇uF˜ = (K˜ −Kav1)
T (2.9)
on RN . Specifically, ∇uE = ∇uF = (K − Kav1)
T on Ωd. Hence E(u) differs from F˜ (u)
only by a constant on RN , that is,
E(u) = F˜ (u) + E(0). (2.10)
Thus E(u)− E(0) is exactly the extension of F (u) from u ∈ Ωd to u ∈ R
N .
2.4 Properness of potential F
Theorem 2.7. Given a PL-surface (M,T , d). Assuming there exists a discrete conformal
factor uav ∈ Ωd so that uav ∗ d is a PL-metric of constant curvature. Set U , {u ∈
R
N |uT1 = 0}. Then F˜ (u) is proper on U and lim
u∈U ,u→∞
F˜ (u) = +∞.
Proof. The proof appeared in Proposition 3.9 of [5] can be used here word for
word, only with lnΩ changed here by Ωd. However, for completeness of this paper and
for user’s convenience, we still state the detailed proof here. Obviously, F˜ (u) ∈ C1(RN ),
and ∇uF˜ = K˜ −Kav1. For each direction ξ ∈ S
N−1 ∩U , set ϕξ(t) = F˜ (uav + tξ), t ∈ R.
Obviously ϕξ ∈ C
1(R), and ϕ′ξ(t) = (K˜−Kav1) ·ξ. ϕξ(t) is convex on R since F˜ is convex
on RN , hence ϕ′ξ(t) is increasing on R. Note uav ∈ Ωd, hence there exists c > 0 so that
for each t ∈ [−c, c], uav + tξ remains in Ωd. Note F˜ (u) is C
∞-smooth on Ωd, hence ϕξ(t)
is C∞-smooth for t ∈ [−c, c]. Note that the kernel space of HessuF˜ is {t1|t ∈ R}, which
is perpendicular to the hyperplane U . Hence F˜ (u) is strictly convex locally in Ωd ∩ U .
Then ϕξ(t) is strictly convex at least on a small interval [−δ, δ]. This implies that ϕ
′
ξ(t)
is a strictly increase function on [−δ, δ]. Note that ϕ′ξ(0) = 0, hence ϕ
′
ξ(t) ≥ ϕ
′
ξ(δ) > 0 for
t > δ while ϕ′ξ(t) ≤ ϕ
′
ξ(−δ) < 0 for t < −δ. Hence ϕξ(t) ≥ ϕξ(δ) + ϕ
′
ξ(δ)(t − δ) for t ≥ δ,
while ϕξ(t) ≥ ϕξ(−δ) + ϕ
′
ξ(−δ)(t + δ) for t ≤ −δ. This implies limt→±∞
ϕξ(t) = +∞. Next
by the following Lemma 2.8, we get the conclusion. 
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Lemma 2.8. ([5]) Assuming f ∈ C(Rn) and for any direction ξ ∈ Sn−1, f(tξ) as a
function of t is monotone increasing on [0,+∞) and tends to +∞ as t → +∞. Then
lim
x→∞
f(x) = +∞.
Proof. The proof is element, see Lemma 3.10 in [5]. 
In [1], Bobenko, Pincall and Springborn posed discrete conformal mapping problem
and proved it has at most one solution up to scale (see [1], Corollary 3.1.5). In our language
here, it is equivalent to say, the curvature map K(u) : Ωd → R
N is injective up to scale, or
say, K(u) : Ωd∩U → R
N is injective. If K(u) = K(u′) for two u, u′ ∈ Ωd, then u
′ = u+t1
for some t ∈ R. This conforms a conjecture of Feng Luo in [8] that the constant curvature
PL-metric is unique in its discrete conformal class. However, we can prove more.
Theorem 2.9. Given a PL-surface (M,T , d). Assuming there exists a discrete conformal
factor uav ∈ Ωd so that uav ∗d is a PL-metric of constant curvature. Then for the extended
curvature K˜ defined on the extended space RN , uav is the unique value (up to scale) so
that the corresponding extended curvature is constant. 
Proof. Suppose uˆ ∈ U is also a discrete conformal factor such that uˆ ∗ d is a metric
of constant curvature, while uˆ 6= uav. Write t0 = ‖uˆ − uav‖ and ξ = t
−1
0 (uˆ − uav). Then
ϕ′ξ(t0) = (K˜(uˆ) − Kav1) · ξ = 0. On the other hand, we had proved in Proposition 2.7
that t = 0 is the unique zero point of ϕ′ξ(t), which is a contradiction. 
Theorem 2.10. The solution to the extended flow{
ui
′(t) = Kav − K˜i
u(0) ∈ RN
(2.11)
exists for all time t ∈ [0,+∞). If further assuming there exists a discrete conformal factor
uav ∈ Ωd so that uav ∗ d is a constant curvature PL-metric, then the solution converges to
uav exponentially fast. 
Theorem 2.10 implies Theorem 1.1. Thus we finally proved Theorem 1.1. However,
these theorems are still true if we replace the constant curvature to any admissible pre-
scribed curvature. In the following, we use a prescribed discrete Yamabe flow to deform
any PL-metric to a metric with admissible prescribed curvature.
Definition 2.11. Given a PL-surface (M,T , d). Ωd is the space of all possible discrete
conformal factors, while [d] is the discrete conformal class determined by d. Consider
K as the function of u and denote K(Ωd) ,
{
K(u)
∣∣u ∈ Ωd}. Each prescribed K¯ with
K¯ ∈ K(Ωd) is called admissible. If u¯ ∈ Ωd such that K¯ = K(u¯), we say K¯ is realized by
u¯ (note that the u¯ is unique (up to a scalar addition) in Ωd that realizes K¯ by Bobenko-
Pincall-Springborn [1]).
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Theorem 2.12. Assuming K¯ ∈ K(Ωd) is admissible. Then it is realized by an unique
discrete conformal factor u¯ in the extended space RN up to a scalar addition. 
Moreover, using the following prescribed Yamabe flow, we can deform any (general-
ized) discrete conformal factor u ∈ RN to any discrete conformal factor with admissible
prescribed curvature.
Theorem 2.13. Consider the prescribed Yamabe flow{
ui
′(t) = K¯i − K˜i
u(0) ∈ RN
(2.12)
(1) The solution u(t) to flow (2.12) exists for all time t ∈ [0,+∞).
(2) If u(t) converges to some u¯, then K¯i is admissible and is realized by u¯.
(3) If K¯i is admissible and is realized by u¯, then u(t) converges to u¯ exponentially fast.

Corollary 2.14. Given a PL-surface (M,T , d). Consider the following prescribed Yamabe
flow {
ui
′(t) = K¯i −Ki
u(0) = 0.
(2.13)
Suppose {u(t)|t ∈ [0, T )} is the unique maximal solution with 0 < T ≤ +∞. Then we
can always extend it to a solution {u(t)|t ∈ [0,+∞)} when T < +∞. Furthermore, if K¯
is admissible and is realized by u¯, then u(t) can always be extended to a solution that
converges exponentially fast to u¯ as t→ +∞. 
To prove these results, one just need to study the prescribed discrete functional
G(u) ,
∫ u
u′
0
N∑
i=1
(Ki − K¯i)dui + C, u ∈ Ωd, (2.14)
where u′0 ∈ Ωd is arbitrary chosen, and its C
1-smooth extension
G˜(u) ,
∫ u
u0
N∑
i=1
(K˜i − K¯i)dui, u ∈ R
N . (2.15)
Since all the proofs in this subsection are similar with the authors former paper [5] and
with last section, we omit the details here.
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3 Some questions
Different from the smooth surface setting, there is a combinatorial obstruction for the
existence of the constant curvature PL-metric associated to a triangulation T . In fact the
following is proved by Feng Luo [8] (For a finite set X, we use |X| to denote the number
of elements in X.).
Theorem 3.1. Fix a triangulation T of a closed topological surface M . There exists a
PL-metric of constant curvature associated to T if and only if for any proper subset I of
the vertices V of T ,
|FI |
|I|
>
|F |
|V |
(3.1)
where FI is the set of all triangles having a vertex in I.
Although the constant curvature PL-metric is unique in its discrete conformal class, it
is not unique in the space of all PL-metrics MT . In fact, consider the tetrahedron trian-
gulation of sphere S2, let the edges that faces each other have same length, meanwhile the
three pairs of facing each other edges have length a, b and c respectively that satisfying
triangle inequalities. Then this PL-metric has constant curvature. On the other hand,
even though the combinatorial condition (3.1) is valid, we still now know whether there
is a PL-metric of constant curvature for some fixed discrete conformal class [d]. For given
PL-surface (M,T , d), Theorem 1.1 shows that the extended solution to discrete Yamabe
flow (1.8) converges if and only if the constant curvature PL-metric exists in [d], this gives
a sufficient and necessary condition for the existence of constant curvature PL-metric,
however, the analytic condition (flow (1.8) converges) is not easy to verify. We want to
know if there are topological and combinatorial conditions for the existence of constant
curvature PL-metric in a fixed discrete conformal class [d]. Furthermore, what is the exact
range of curvature map K? We need to determine the shape of K(Ωd) = K([d]).
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